Exhibitor Demonstration Schedule

Wednesday, November 15
5:00 p.m. – 5:45 p.m.

**Booth 321: How Your Therapy Can Make a Lasting Difference in the Lives of People Living with Dementia and Cognitive Change**
Presented by Reading2Connect
Revitalize your therapy by capitalizing on the deeply rooted, often latent, capacity to read of most LTC residents. Using adapted reading, we will demonstrate how to greatly increase the impact and justification of your treatment with people experiencing cognitive change for various reasons, e.g., dementia, delirium, depression, and normal aging.

**Booth 1163: Adult Speech & Cognitive Digital Therapy: Accomplish More, Stress Less**
Presented by Constant Therapy
Discover how Constant Therapy reduces clinician burnout. Attend this session to learn how to streamline your clinical practice and maximize productivity with 500,000+ evidence-based exercises in one place, Personalized treatment plans from patient data, Time-saving activity planning, goal writing, and documentation features. Boost patient outcomes and reclaim your time!

Thursday, November 16
10:15 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.

**Booth 321: FEES: Building A Mobile Business**
Presented by ATMOS, Inc.
Ready to start a mobile FEES business? Stop by for hands-on product demonstrations along with Q&A!

**Booth 1163: TeleSpeechPathology - Past, Present, and Future**
Presented by Coviu Global
This session will review the journey of the evolution of teletherapy services. The speakers will debunk myths and present facts surrounding teletherapy, shedding light on its true potential. The discussion will extend to the future trajectory of therapy practices and emphasize strategies to ensure successful teletherapy implementation within different work settings. Participants will gain insight into harnessing the power of teletherapy while staying aligned with the evolving landscape of speech-language pathology.

11:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

**Booth 321: Therapy Materials Made Easy**
Presented by LessonPix
Take your practice to the next level with custom materials from LessonPix. Co-founder Bill Binko will demonstrate how you can create visual supports, artic games, AAC supports, and more that match your client's needs in just a few minutes a day.
Booth 1163: Power Potential
Presented by PRC-Saltillo
This hands-on and engaging session will highlight what makes PRC-Saltillo unique in augmentative and alternative communication. Participants will learn about products, unique features, and other resources from PRC-Saltillo.

2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Booth 321: Live FEES Demonstration
Presented by PatCom Medical
Check out live scoping and a FEES demonstration utilizing our latest distal chip endoscope, software, and portable configuration.

Booth 1163: How the Zero-Resistance™ Bottle System Works
Presented by Dr. Brown’s Medical
Dr. Brown’s bottles are used by feeding specialists in hospitals and outpatient clinics due to the unique benefits of the Zero-Resistance™ Bottle System. Benefits include a consistent feeding experience and improved feeding consistency. See “how” Dr. Brown’s internal vent system makes a difference for the infants you serve.

3:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Booth 321: The Hub is Here! Our Biggest and Best Software Update Yet
Presented by Lingraphica
Join Lingraphica for an interactive demonstration of our newly redesigned software. Pulling from research in design and clinical best practice, informed by in-depth user testing, and setting the groundwork for a new era of AAC + therapy in one, this new system is our most comprehensive one yet!

Booth 1163: Tinnitus Masking and Treatment; Anytime, Anywhere, Affordably
Presented by Duearity Americas, Inc.
Meet with Duearity employees as they showcase their Tinearity G1 tinnitus masking and treatment device. This is a unique opportunity to test and evaluate the G1.

5:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.

Booth 321: Puppet Academy- Collaborate Together
Presented by SaySo Communications
Generate common practice across classroom and specialist partners, reaching outcomes together. Include families to ensure everyone is on the same page at the same time. Build confidence through student achievement. Enjoy the satisfaction that comes with success.
**Booth 1163: The Voice of the Future**  
Presented by Laronix  
Discover the future of voice restoration with Laronix's Mira Voice. Experience a hands-on demo of our smart, non-invasive solution for voice loss. Join us to witness groundbreaking voice technology for the community that needs it most.

**Friday, November 17**

9:45 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

**Booth 321: A.I. and Speech Recognition-Based Video Games for Speech Therapy**  
Presented by Say It Labs  
Experience the power of your voice through gaming. In this session, you can try several video games that require your voice as input. These games are specifically for Stuttering and Articulation. See also how A.I. can also automatically transform your practice into reports.

**Booth 1163: The Power of Tenalog and AI: A Revolutionary and HIPAA-Compliant Self-Writing Note System for SLPs**  
Presented by Ambiki  
Discover Tenalog's AI-driven HIPAA-compliant self-writing note system for SLPs. With just an audio recording, watch Tenalog transform a session into objective data for rich progress tracking, a parent-friendly summary, and more. Join us for a live demo with audience participation and witness the future of therapy documentation.

11:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

**Booth 321: New Speech and Feeding Tools Demonstration**  
Presented by TalkTools  
Join TalkTools and their renowned therapists for a look at brand-new, never-before-seen products and their therapeutic uses. Don't miss this exclusive hands-on experience with new tools and more!

**Booth 1163: Innovative Therapeutic Chewing & Swallowing Devices**  
Presented by Gnosh, Inc. (The Side Biter)  
The Side Biter Kit, including levels 1-3, will be demonstrated by the inventor, Cheryl Pelletier, MS/CCC-SLP, who developed these innovative therapeutic chewing & swallowing Devices to facilitate and motivate oral motor and swallowing skills with patients from across the lifespan. Examples of specific treatment methods with diced table food and thermal stimulation will be provided.
2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

**Booth 321: Dos and Don’ts: Respiratory Muscle Strength Training Devices for the SLP**  
Presented by Aspire Products LLC  
Attendees will learn to correctly use Aspire Respiratory’s inspiratory and expiratory muscle strength training devices, including the EMST-150, EMST-75 Lite, and the iA150 Adapter. Research supports Respiratory Muscle Strength Training (RMST) as an intervention for many populations, but how do you know if it’s right for your patients?

**Booth 1163: Exploring the Visual Immersion System**  
Presented by Autism Care Partners  
Are you looking to develop communication and language skills for individuals with autism spectrum disorder or other developmental disabilities? Come explore the Visual Immersion System (VIS) at Autism Care Partners. The VIS is an evidence-based, technology-supported method developed by Dr. Howard Shane and his team at Boston Children’s Hospital.

3:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

**Booth 321: New Social Language & Literacy Games**  
Presented by Story Stage  
Story Stage builds games that link social language and literacy for kids. See our social language kits filled with evidence-based games kids beg to play. Let us show you how to gamify learning to practice body language, facial expressions, text, email, and tone in real-time with real feedback.

**Booth 1163: Talk, Tour, and Try it Out**  
Presented by Medical SLP Collective  
If you’re a medical SLP (or want to be), this is your opportunity take a tour of a unique membership program. Roam through our library of webinars, journal clubs, and demonstration videos. Snoop through our community discussions. Pick up some free resources and badge buddies while you’re there!

Saturday, November 18

9:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

**Booth 321: Apraxia Apps Demonstration**  
Presented by Talk Tales: Apraxia Apps  
This session demonstrates two apraxia apps: Talk Tales, Simple Sounds, and Talk Tales: Simple Words. You will learn about these apps' unique features, meet the SLP who created the apps, and have the opportunity to ask questions.

**Booth 1163: Experience MULTIVIEW – A New Solution for Positioning Patients during VFSS**  
Presented by Medical Positioning  
Are you having challenges transferring patients for VFSS? Positioning very large or positionally challenged patients? Or capturing both lateral and anterior/posterior views of the swallow? Then please
join us for a demonstration of the new MULITVIEW imaging chair for VFSS. Explore the multiple features and adjustments that allow you to safely transfer, transport, and position all your patients and achieve optimal imaging and diagnostic information.

11:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
Booth 321: DYMONG™ + Story Champs®! Explore Powerful Language Tools
Presented by Language Dynamics Group
Do you have language kids on your caseload? Learn how the DYMONG, a brand-new diagnostic test for developmental language disorder, coupled with Story Champs, a world-leading language intervention, can help identify students who need specialized help, target language concerns, and improve your student’s academic language skills!